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Abstract—With development of distributed computing 

systems, it is possible to significantly accelerate long-term 

molecular dynamics simulations by using ensemble 

algorithms, such as Markov State Models (MSM) and 

Weighted Ensemble (WE). Decomposing the conformational 

space of molecule into macrostates is an important step of 

both methods. To ensure efficiency and accuracy of 

ensemble methods, it is necessary that the macro states are 

defined according to certain kinetic properties. Monte Carlo 

simulated annealing (MCSA) has been widely applied to 

define macro states with optimal metastability of the 

dynamical system. This article proposes two greedy 

algorithms, G1 and G2, based on different definitions of 

local search space to improve efficiency and scalability of 

MCSA on distributed computing system. Numerical 

experiments are conducted on two biological systems, 

alanine dipeptide and WW domain. The numerical 

experiments demonstrate that G1 is the most efficient of the 

three on a single core machine and distributed computing 

system. Sequential version of G2 is the slowest but it gains 

the most speed up on distributed computing systems.  

 

Index Terms—molecular dynamics, metastable states, 

unsupervised clustering, greedy algorithm. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Molecular Dynamics simulation [1] is a numerical tool 

for simulating movements of molecules. It generates a 

sequence of coordinates representing Brownian motion of 

molecules, which is called a trajectory. Biological studies 

such as drug design usually require longterm (mili-

seconds) simulations that may cost several years of CPU 

clock time. However, with development of distributed 

computing systems, it is possible to generate a large 

amount of short trajectories in parallel. Recovering long-

term dynamics from a large number of short trajectories 
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has drawn the attention of many researchers and a 

number of techniques have been developed for such 

purpose. The two most popular techniques are Markov 

State Models (MSM) [2]-[6] and Weighted Ensembles 

(WE) [2], [7]-[11].  

Partitioning the continuous conformational space into 

macrostates plays a key role in both techniques. MSM 

calculates implied time scales of the dynamics from the 

transition matrix, within which each entry represents 

transition probability between two macrostates. The 

quality of macrostate definitions affects accuracy of 

MSM. On the other hand, WE is a distributed algorithm 

that provides efficient sampling on conformational space 

and reliable estimation of reaction rate between free 

energy wells. Macrostates are defined so that WE 

samples the conformational space evenly by maintaining 

a constant number of samples in every macrostate. 

Efficiency of WE depends on the underlying partition.  

A number of studies have been done on the automatic 

discovery of macrostates. Chodera proposed to find 

clusters for MSM using Perron cluster cluster analysis 

(PCCA) and Monte Carlo simulated annealing (MCSA) 

[12]. PCCA is efficient in time complexity but has 

statistical errors. MCSA takes PCCA result as initial 

solution and continues to reduce the statistical errors. The 

advantage of MCSA is that it guarantees for finding the 

optimal clusters, but the time complexity is high and 

unpredictable, especially the sequential version 

demonstrated in [12]. Chang and Yao proposed to reduce 

statistical errors of PCCA by clustering densely and 

sparsely sampled conformational spaces separately, so 

that the sparsely sampled space won't affect accuracy on 

the overall clustering [13], [14]. However, a disadvantage 

of PCCA is that it only finds free energy wells. It is not 

suitable for any other clustering criteria. This article 

proposes two greedy algorithms that generate clusters 

optimizing any predefined target functions. The greedy 
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algorithms are more efficient than MCSA and more 

scalable on distributed computing systems.  

All three algorithms, G1, G2 and MCSA, are applied 

to study two biological systems, alanine dipeptide and 

WW domain. On single core machine, G1 is the most 

efficient of the three. On distributed computing system, 

as the number of steps executed in parallel increases, the 

total number of steps required for convergence also 

increases. MCSA has the most increase in the number of 

steps, which leads to the worst scalability. G2 has almost 

no increase in the number of steps, so achieves the best 

scalability. G1 gains less speed up than G2 on distributed 

computing system, but since the sequential version of G1 

is much more efficient than G2, G1 is still the most 

efficient on distributed computing systems. 

The paper is organized as the following. Section II 

introduces metastability, the target function used 

throughout this article, describes the existing method 

MCSA and the two greedy algorithms G1 and G2 

developed by authors. Section III shows the experimental 

results of applying these algorithms on two biological 

systems, alanine dipeptide and WW domain. Theoretical 

performance is examined on the simpler protein alanine 

dipeptide while actual performance is examined on the 

medium sized protein WW domain. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

All clustering algorithms are applied on a set of 

samples of molecule coordinates. There are two stages of 

clustering. In the first stage, coordinates of conformations 

are clustered into Voronoi bins. A commonly used 

algorithm for this purpose is the K-centroid algorithm. 

Once microstates are defined, one could calculate 

transition probability from one microstate to another. 

Clustering algorithms discussed in this article work for 

the second stage, which clusters microstates into 

macrostates to satisfy certain dynamical properties. Here 

we consider the metastability as the target property. 

Hence, a macrostate, also considered as metastable state, 

consists of many microstates with large transitional 

probability between each other, while different 

metastable states have small transitional probability 

between them. In this section, the formula for computing 

metastability is discussed in Section A.  MCSA, two 

greedy algorithms, G1 and G2, and a design of 

implementation on distributed system are introduced in 

Sections B, C, D and E respectively. 

A. Metastability 

Metastability quantitatively measures the quality of 

metastable states. Given a partition of underlying 

conformational space into metastable states {Si}i=1

L ,  

 the transitional probability between Si  and 

S j  in time lag , metastability Q  is defined as the sum 

of transition probabilities within each metastable-state. 

   

More specifically, an MD trajectory can be considered 

as a list of states that propagates over time. MS(t) - the 

metastable state at time t  in trajectory,  can 

be calculated using raw trajectories with length T
according to the following formula.  

   

where  equals to one if the statement  is true, 

zero otherwise. The transitional probability from Si to Sj  

in time lag is equal to the number of transitions made 

from Si to Sj  in divided by the total number of 

transitions made from Si to any other states in . 

B. Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing 

Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing (MCSA) is a 

stochastic algorithm for searching global optima. It 

requires an initial partition, which could be generated 

randomly, or by other fast algorithms with poor accuracy, 

e.g. PCCA. In each iteration of MCSA, one microstate 

mi  and one metastable state S j  are picked randomly. 

Moving mi  from its original metastable state to S j  will 

cause change of metastability Q  to  mi  will 

be moved to Sj with probability , where  

represents inverse of temperature in MC procedure. In [1], 

 is set to number of MCSA steps that have been 

executed, which ensures that the probability of accepting 

movement decreases with increasing MCSA steps.  

Each iteration of MCSA takes O(N / L) on average 

and O(N)  in the worst case, where N denotes the 

number of microstates and L denotes the number of 

macrostates. The stochastic nature of MCSA guarantees 

that the search process won't get stuck in a local 

minimum and will reach global optima at the end. 

However, the number of iterations required for 

convergence is highly unpredictable, which makes the 

algorithm inefficient. On the other hand, in sequential 

version, every MCSA step makes stochastic move 

towards maximum metastability from previous MCSA 

step. Parallelizing m steps means that the (i+m)th step 

will rely on assignment in i
th

 step. Without realizing 

changes made by i, i+1, … , i+m-1 steps, the (i+m)
th

 

move will contain significant noise. 

C. Greedy Algorithm (G1) 

Unlike the stochastic algorithm, greedy algorithms are 

deterministic. At one iteration, a set of local movements 

is defined and the one that increases the metastability the 

most will be selected. Many greedy algorithms have been 

discussed for the optimization problem [15]. Here, two 

greedy algorithms are proposed for the specific problem 

of finding macrostates.  

(2)

   (1)



    






Q Q  ,

 min 1, Qe
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Similar to MCSA, greedy algorithms need initial 

solution to start as well. In one iteration of this approach, 

a microstate is selected by order, it examines the increase 

in metastability by moving this microstate from its 

original macrostate to all other macrostates, choose the 

macrostates with maximum increase of metastability 

 and make the move. Formally, we have 

        (3) 

where Snew(mi0 )  denotes the updated metastable state 

for microstate mi0 ,  denotes the 

 obtained by moving mi0  from its original 

metastable state to S j . The pseudo code of this algorithm 

is as follows: 
 

Input: Part = {S(mi)}i=1,2,…, N 
           //S(mi) denotes the index of macrostate assigned 

           //to microstate i initially  

Output: Optimal macrostate assignment {S(mi)}i=1,2,…, N 
 

// meta(.) calculates metastability of current partition  

Q0 = meta(Part)  
Qdiff = threshold+1 

 

//Check if metastability has converged 
WHILE Qdiff > threshold 

        FOR i = 1,2, …, N 

                Qdiff_i = 0 

                Part0 = Part 

                FOR j = 1, 2, …, L 

                        Part1 = Part 
                        Part1(S(mi)) = j 

                        IF meta(Part1)-meta(Part) > Qdiff_i 

                                Qdiff_i = meta(Part1) – meta(Part) 
                                Part0 = Part1 

                        END IF 

                END FOR 
                Part = Part0 

         END FOR 

         Qdiff = meta(Part) – Q0 
         Q0 = meta(Part)  

END WHILE 

 

In a single iteration of G1, microstate mi is moved to Sj 

to attain maximum gain on metastability . This 

requires computing  L times for assigning mi to S1,…, 

SL respectively. The computational time for assigning mi 

to Sj is O(# of microstates in Sj). In all L macrostates, 

there are N microstates in total. Therefore, the 

computational time for one iteration is O(N). With 

reasonable initialization, this algorithm converges in O(N) 

iterations, so overall time complexity is approximately 

O(N
2
).  

The greedy algorithm is more scalable on distributed 

computing system than MCSA, because it takes a longer 

time to make one update of S(mi) that increases 

metastability more significantly than a single update in 

MCSA. Having more updates required by MCSA for 

achieving global optima, it is hard to determine which 

updates are more dependent to each other and should be 

assigned on single computing node. In summary, the 

greedy algorithm G1 takes less effort for convergence 

and is more scalable on distributed computing system.  

D. Greedy Algorithm (G2) 

In one iteration of G1, the local search space is defined 

as moving a specific microstate mi0 to all other 

macrostates. It looks for the macrostate Sj that gains 

maximum . On the other hand, G2 

defines a larger local search space, that is all possible 

matches between microstates in a specific macrostate Sj0 

to all other macrostates. More specifically, it tries to 

assign any to all other macrostates Sj to find 

maximum  Formally, we 

have 

(4) 

The pseudo code is presented in the following.  

 
Input: Part = {S(mi)}i=1,2,…, N 
           //S(mi) denotes the index of macrostate assigned 

           //to micro state i initially  

Output: Optimal macrostate assignment {S(mi)}i=1,2,…, N 
 

// meta(.) calculates metastability of current partition  

Q0 = meta(Part)  
Qdiff = threshold+1 

 

//Check if metastability has converged 
WHILE Qdiff > threshold 

        FOR i = 1,2, …, L 

                Qdiff_i = 0 

                Part0 = Part 

                FOR all mk that have S(mk)=i 

                        FOR j = 1, 2, …, L 
                                Part1 = Part 

                                Part1(S(mk)) = j 

                                IF meta(Part1)-meta(Part) > Qdiff_i 
                                     Qdiff_i = meta(Part1) – meta(Part) 

                                     Part0 = Part1 

                                END IF 
                        END FOR 

                 END FOR 

                 Part = Part0 
         END FOR 

         Qdiff = meta(Part) – Q0 

         Q0 = meta(Part) 
END WHILE 

 

In each macrostate, there are N/L microstates on 

average. Each microstate takes O(N) time to search the 

macrostate Sj with maximum  Therefore, 

the time complexity for one iteration is 

O(N*N/L)=O(N
2
/L) on average  Since G2 defines a larger 

local search space than G1, it takes 

a 

longer time to make 

single move that leads to greater . It is easier to 

define independent computations in G2 than in G1 or 

MCSA. Therefore, G2 is supposed to have the best 

scalability on distributed computing system. However, 

when the initial partition is poor, G2 will consume a 

longer time to make enough updates than G1 and MCSA, 

which decreases it efficiency on single core machines.  

E. Design of Distributed Algorithms 

WorkQueue [16], [17] is a master/worker framework 

for distributing computations to many computing nodes. 

The framework consists of a master process and multiple 

Q

Q

 0i jQ m S  
 

0
,

i j i j
Q m S m S    .

  

 0i jQ m S  

0i jm S

Q

Q

 
i j

Q m S   .

Q
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worker processes. In general, the computation should be 

split into many independent tasks. The workers processes 

execute tasks in parallel and once a worker is finished, it 

will call home to the master process, which is in charge 

of summarizing results from all workers and generating 

tasks for next iteration of execution.  

Implementations of MCSA, G1 and G2 under 

WorkQueue framework follow the same procedure. All 

three algorithms make a series of updates on initial 

partition to achieve maximum metastability. The central 

idea is that we want to group a certain number of updates 

as a task and execute many tasks in parallel on multiple 

workers. Once a worker finishes, it will send the master 

node a list of updates that should be made on current 

partition. When all workers are finished, the master will 

compute metastability of the new partition that includes 

updates computed by all workers and compare it with the 

metastability of previous iteration partition. According to 

the difference of metastability, the master determines if 

the algorithm has converged. If the algorithm has not 

converged, the master will update the input data files for 

executing another iteration of tasks on workers.  

More specifically, taking G1 as an example, given an 

initial partition, assume there are X worker nodes, the first 

worker will update microstates m1, m2, …, mN/X to new 

macrostate for maximum gain of metastablility, the 

second worker will update micro states mN/X+1, …, m2N/X  

and so on. This is different from sequential version of G1, 

because every worker makes updates on the initial 

partition without knowledge of other workers’ updates. 

This may cause a number of non-optimal updates, thereby 

increasing the total number of updates required for 

convergence. As discussed in the previous sections, 

MCSA updates are stochastic, so a large number of non-

optimal updates will be generated by parallelization. On 

the other hand, G2 makes the most deterministic update 

selected from large local search space. Therefore, 

distributing computations should have the least effect on 

convergence of G2.   

III. EXPERIMENTS 

Alanine dipeptide is a simple biological system 

consisting of 22 atoms, two dihedral angles  and . 

Conformations can be illustrated on the 2D  space. 

This system is simple enough to display free energy 

landscape on the two dimensional conformations space, 

which is good for a theoretical analysis. On the other 

hand, it is also interesting to study because it has several 

free energy wells. In this section, theoretical performance 

of MCSA, G1 and G2 will be investigated on this system.  

To convert theoretical running time of the three 

algorithms into same unit, we have the following relation: 

1 G2 step = N/L G1 step = N MCSA steps. In this 

experiment, the efficiency of an algorithm is represented 

by number of MCSA steps required for convergence. 

Fig. 1 left illustrates the structure of alanine dipeptide 

and Fig. 1 right shows a reference partition of alanine 

dipeptide into six metastable states, which is defined 

manually by Chodera et al. [12]. This reference partition 

will be used for validating quality of partitions made by 

MCSA and greedy algorithms. In the preparation stage, 

100 MD trajectories are generated by GROMACS 4.5, 

using force field Amber96 and implicit solvent. The 2D 

conformational space is split into 30 by 30 grids, 

constructing 144 microstates. A transition matrix is 

computed on the initial microstates partition, using a time 

lag of 200ps. MCSA, G1 and G2 are all initialized by a 

random partition with 10 steps of MCSA. 

 

Figure 1.  Alanine dipeptide structure and energy plots. Left: Structure 
of alanine dipeptide. Right: Ramachandran plot for showing free energy 

landscape of alanine dipeptide on   space. Black lines and number 

mark boundaries of six metastable states. 

 

Figure 2.  Random partition of metastable states for initializing MCSA, 
G1 and G2. 

 

Figure 3.  Partition generated by MCSA. Black lines mark boundaries 
of metastable states made manually. Colored dots mark metastable 

states discovered by MCSA. One specific color marks a single 

metastable state. 

partitions after convergence of MCSA, G1 and G2. 

Different macrostates are marked by distincted colored 
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dots at the center of microstates. It is observed that all 

three methods generate reasonably good partitions 

compared to the reference partition in Fig. 1. To examine 

the result more qualitatively, Fig. 6 shows the 

convergence of metastability over theoretical running 

time. G1 takes the shortest time to converge, which is 

equivalent to 1,000 MCSA steps. MCSA takes 2,000 

steps to converge. The sequential version of G2 takes 

longest time 8,000 steps to converge.  

 

Figure 4.  Partition generated by G1 

 

Figure 5.  Partition generated by G2 

 

Figure 6.  Convergence of three algorithms on metastability over 
theoretical running time. 

experiment only studies the impact of degrees of 

distribution on the speed of convergence. From Fig. 7, we 

can conclude that the distributed G1 is still the most 

efficient of the three, distributed G2 is the second 

efficient, while distributed MCSA is the slowest 

algorithm. 

 

Figure 7.  Convergence of distributed MCSA, G1 and G2 algorithms 
over theoretical running time, given $144$ computing nodes available. 

Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 compares convergence of 

sequential and distributed versions of MCSA, G1 and G2 

respectively. The x-axis shows the total running time on 

all computing nodes in unit of MCSA steps. As expected, 

the distributed G2 requires almost no increase in the total 

number of updates for convergence compared to 

sequential G2, which means distributing this algorithm on 

X computing nodes gets X times speed up. Distributed G1 

increases the total running time required for convergence 

from 1000 to 4000. MCSA has the worst scalability. It 

increases the running time from 2000 to 11000. 

 

Figure 8.  Comparison of the convergence of sequential and distributed 
MCSA 

 

Figure 9.  Comparison of the convergence of sequential and distributed 
G1 
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Given 144 computing nodes, theoretical performances 

of distributed MCSA, G1 and G2 methods are shown in 

Fig. 7. Instead of the total running time of all machines, 

the x-axis shows the running time on a single machine, 

which is the real time required on distributed computing 

systems. The overhead of handling computing nodes is 

not considered in the theoretical study. The real running 

time will be discussed in the experiment on the more 

complex system WW domain. The alanine dipeptide 



 

Figure 10.  Comparison of the convergence of sequential and distributed 
G2 

WW domain is a medium sized system consisting of 

545 atoms, 33 residues. In this experiment, the real 

running time on a distributed computing system is 

examined for comparing performance of clustering 

algorithms. 200 micro-seconds trajectory is generated by 

GROMACS4.5 using force field Amber96 and explicit 

solvent. 10,000 microstates are defined by the k-centroid 

algorithm. MCSA, G1 and G2 are applied to assign the 

10,000 microstates into 100 macrostates.  

 

Figure 11.  Convergence of metastability of sequential MCSA, G1 and 
G2 algorithms on WW domain over running time in seconds. 

Fig. 11 shows the time it took (in the unit of seconds) 

for convergence using all algorithms. Sequential G1 took 

the shortest time, 447 minutes to converge at a 

metastability of 85. MCSA is 5 times slower than G1, 

which takes 2,082 minutes for reaching a metastability of 

85. G2 is the slowest taking 7,943 minutes for 

convergence.  

TABLE I.  REAL RUNNING TIME FOR CLUSTERING WW DOMAIN 

 Time (minutes) for reaching metastability >= 8 

Algorithm Sequential Distributed  

MCSA 2,082 887 

G1 447 24 

G2 7,943 214 

 

Now, to implement the three algorithms on a 

distributed computing system, 50 worker nodes are used, 

each node handles multiple steps of updates at one 

iteration. Table I lists running time (in minutes) taken for 

convergence. G1 is the most efficient on single core 

machine and on the distributed computing system. Using 

50 computing nodes, G1 attains 19 times speed up over 

its sequential version. The sequential G2 algorithm is the 

slowest of the three, while distributed G2 attains 37 times 

speed up and distributed MCSA only attains 2 times 

speed up, making distributed G2 more efficient than 

distributed MCSA. 

Given constant number of computing nodes, the 

number of steps that are executed per node affects the 

efficiency. If small numbers of steps are executed per 

node, making a certain number of updates will consume 

heavy workload on handling communications between 

the master and the workers. On the other hand, if a large 

numbers of steps are executed per node, speed of 

convergence will be slowed down significantly. Fig. 12 

shows the convergence of distributed G1 using 50 

computing nodes, with 1, 10 and 100 steps of updates 

operated at once, respectively. In the case of WW domain, 

operating 10-100 steps per node leads to reasonably good 

performance in 17-24 minutes for convergence. 

 

 

Figure 12.  The convergence of distributed G1 using 50 computing 
nodes at 1, 10 and 100 steps. With varying number of steps operated on 

one node in one iteration, the plot shows computing time taken for 

convergence of the distributed G1 algorithm. 

The numerical results show that the distributed greedy 

algorithms are more efficient for automatic discovery of 

metastable states compared to Monte Carlo simulated 

annealing. G1 has a smaller local search space than G2. 

Due to the right balance of computational time per update 

and quality of each update, G1 is the most efficient in 

both sequential and distributed versions. G2 searches on a 

large local search space for better quality updates. 

Because of the high computational time for a single G2 

update, sequential G2 is the slowest of the three. 

However, the better quality of G2 update leads to close to 

perfect scalability. Therefore, on distributed computing 

system, G1 is still the most efficient, G2 is the second 

efficient and MCSA is the slowest. In practice, these 

algorithms are applied to assist Markov State Model 

(MSM) analysis and Weighted Ensemble (WE) sampling. 

Efficiency is especially important for WE because it runs 

the clustering algorithm periodically. On the other hand, 

since both MSM and WE require distributed computing 

system, it is reasonable to use the same computational 

resources for efficient clustering to avoid long idle time 
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of computers. Under such circumstance, greedy 

algorithms are better choice than MCSA.  
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